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The intense pain and the two high-pressure blood mists in front of him made the
person in the lead extremely frightened!

Because of the unbearable pain, he just opened his mouth and screamed, and the
screaming stopped abruptly!

This is because, out of the corner of his eyes, he was shocked to find that on the
other side of his body, there were six subordinates standing on top of each other,
and their left shoulders were all cut off without exception!

The most terrifying thing is that not only the left shoulders of the six people
were cut off, but even the firearms in their hands that were on the same level as
the Void Cut were neatly cut open!

His expression was horrified in an instant!

The other gangsters around him also seemed to have seen a ghost. They stared at
charlie dumbfounded, and they couldn’t figure out whether he was a human or a
ghost!
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At this time, the An family was in the box and saw with their own eyes that the
man at the door had his arms cut off in an instant, and two blood mists poured in
from the door. Who is it.

However, although they were completely shocked by this sudden scene, they
were filled with uncontrollable excitement deep in their hearts.

Excited because, one second ago, they were still the target of slaughter, and they
might be shot to death at any time, and the next second, a mysterious and
powerful man suddenly appeared to protect them.

This allows them to see the dawn of life in the desperate situation of death.
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At this moment, the headed man couldn’t care about dealing with his wounds,
looked at charlie with extreme fear, and asked with a clearly trembling voice:
“You…what are you…who…”

charlie smiled slightly, and said disdainfully: “It’s so presumptuous, how can an
ant who can’t even hold a fire stick in the mere ask me about my identity?!”

The man was frightened by charlie’s smile, and blurted out, “Shoot! Kill him!!!”

In his eyes, bullets are the best weapon!

At this time, the first few people subconsciously raised their guns and fired at
charlie.

But charlie didn’t even blink, and said coldly, “No matter howmany fire sticks
there are, it’s still fire sticks!”

For charlie, without the abundant spiritual energy provided by Peiyuan Dan, he
would not have been able to continue to withstand the saturation attacks of
more than ten assault rifles.

However, since the cultivation of Yuan Pei Dan and the great improvement of his
spiritual energy in his body, his strength is no longer something that such an
ordinary weapon can shake!

He calmly turned his spiritual energy in front of him, forming an invisible barrier.
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Countless incoming bullets spewed out with powerful kinetic energy and rushed
towards charlie at a speed near the speed of sound!

For a time, the dull sound of gunfire from the silencer and the sound of bullet
casings constantly being thrown in the air formed a wonderful mechanical music.

The magazines of this group were emptied in an instant, and almost at the same
time there was a crisp sound of the empty warehouse hanging up.

Just when they thought that they were determined to win, the next second, the
situation in front of themmade everyone on the opposite side scared to death!

because!

They found out!

Bullets fired by themselves!



It was as if he had been immobilized, and stopped in front of charlie for a
moment!

The sadness of the eight-star warriors is that their infuriating energy and their
strength cannot open the absolute gap in level with modern firearms.

but!

What eight-star warriors can’t do, charlie can do!

The strength of aura has long exceeded the powerful kinetic energy carried by
bullets!

Just like the extremely hard steel armor, it is impossible to be penetrated by
bullets from plastic toy guns!

The power of the aura is already in the position of absolute crushing!
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A group of people almost collapsed, and the psychological quality is slightly
worse, and their legs have begun to weaken.

At this time, charlie sneered: “Is it my turn now?”

This sentence made everyone suddenly fall into an ice cave!

They have already seen charlie’s terrifying strength. With a slash in the void, they
can cut off seven people and eight arms. Everyone present, where is his
opponent!

The last person in the queue even turned around and was about to run away!

However, how could charlie give them a chance!
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They used saturation attacks in this straight corridor just now, leaving the An
family’s four martial arts masters with nowhere to hide.
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After just a few seconds, Feng Shui took a turn!

Now, they also experienced the despair of the four martial arts masters!

charlie’s expression turned cold, and he said coldly, “Want to run? Can you run
away?”
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After saying that, his eyes froze, and a soul-piercing blade pressed against the
knee of an ordinary adult was instantly released!

The guy who just lost his arms at the head felt a sharp pain in his legs and knees
before he could scream!

He subconsciously wanted to look down, but his center of gravity suddenly
shifted, and his entire body, including his thighs, slipped directly from above his
knees!

Then, fell to the ground!

This heavy fall made him almost faint from the pain!

But before he had time to cry, he saw an even more terrifying scene!

His subordinates, without exception, all had their legs cut off!

At this time, more than 20 people seemed to be more than 20 leeks that were cut
off by a handful, and they fell into pieces and looked terrible!

The strong bloody smell instantly filled the aisle, and even the An family
members in the box could smell this strong smell.
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It’s just that at this moment, they were in the room, and they could only see that
the man headed by the door had his limbs chopped off.

Besides, they could neither see charlie on the left side of the gate, nor the tragic
state of the remaining twenty people on the right side of the gate!

But Rao is so, and the person in the lead looks like a ghost at this time, which also
makes the well-informed An family tremble with fear, and all the female family
members in the family even hide away and dare not look directly.



At this moment, the head of the person was already extremely frightened.

He stared at charlie, widened his eyes and asked, “You…who are you… such a
strong strength… impossible… impossible to be a master of martial arts!”

charlie said contemptuously, “Who am I, you are not worthy to ask!”

After all, charlie looked at him and said coldly: “Be honest and tell the
mastermind behind the scenes, I can give you a good time, otherwise, I will make
your life worse than death!”

The man laughed miserably: “You are very strong, but my life will not be in
anyone’s hands!”

After that, he shouted: “Brothers, I’m the one who caused everyone’s death
today, I’m sorry! But don’t be afraid, the organization will never treat your
relatives badly, don’t worry, brother, I will first Take a step, we are waiting for
you all on Huangquan Road!”

The others seemed to have been beaten with blood in an instant, and shouted
loudly: “This subordinate is willing to accompany you!”

As soon as the words fell, these people, without exception, all smashed an
artificial molar deep in their mouths at the same time.

Everyone in this group had one of their molars pulled out early.

Usually, this molar is always in place, and every time they move, they will put a
denture filled with highly toxic cyanide into the gap.

And this denture will be slightly higher than the other teeth. In the event of an
emergency, the denture can be crushed with force.

And once the tooth is crushed, the venom that is enough to poison at least ten
adult men will be released instantly.

Excessive venom will cause them to die quickly within tens of seconds!

And, there is almost no pain at all.

And this is the shut-up medicine they use to commit suicide when the mission
fails.

With it, you can avoid being captured alive and being tortured in various ways.

These gangsters are very aware of their destiny at this time, so for them, suicide
is definitely the best choice now!



As a result, these twenty or so people bit the dentures in their mouths almost at
the same time.

The venom released in an instant made the complexion of each of them become
extremely blue in an instant, and the body was also twitching violently.

The man in the lead looked at charlie, laughed miserably, foaming from his mouth,
but still sneered with a sneer: “You…you are indeed strong…but…I…I said…my
life… , will not…will not be in…anyone’s hands! My life is up to me…not by
God!!!”

Seeing that he was almost dying, charlie smiled contemptuously, and asked
coldly, “Want to die? Did you get my permission?!”
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Hearing charlie’s words, the man in the lead laughed miserably, spat out a
mouthful of blood, and sarcastically said, “You…you really think…you really
think you can dominate everything and be omnipotent?!”

charlie sneered, and said lightly: “I dare not say that I dominate everything, but it
is easy to control your life and death!”

After all, charlie waved his hand in an instant!

In an instant, several auras shot out from the void, and immediately shattered all
the lamps in the entire corridor!

The entire corridor fell into darkness in an instant!

At this time, charlie, who had no scruples, took a step forward and pinched the
man’s shoulder blades with his fingers.

Advertisement

Just when he was about to die from the poison, charlie entered with a trace of
spiritual energy, quickly gathered the toxin that was spreading in his body, and
completely sealed it with aura.
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The man had already felt that the poison had made his body gradually stiff, his
breathing, heartbeat, and thinking were almost stopped, and he also felt that his
whole person had entered a state of near death.

At this time, he had already lost the pain in his limbs, and the expression of the
whole person even became a little serene.

For him, taking poison and dying at this time is considered a kind of hospitable
death.
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However, right after that, his feeling of dying was quickly pulled out of his body
by a mysterious force!

The stiffness of the body is gone!

The rate of breathing and heartbeat also increased rapidly!

The huge pain caused by the wounds on the limbs also began to return quickly!

At this moment, he was not only shocked, but also desperate!

Because what charlie did, in his opinion, it was like a miracle!

At this time, all the other gangsters had been poisoned to death, but the leader
was still alive.

charlie looked at him with a playful look, and asked, “What did you say just now?
Your fate will not be in anyone’s hands? Your fate is in your hands? I tell you, here!
I am God!”

The man stared at charlie with wide eyes, and asked desperately, “You… how did
you do it…”

Advertisement

charlie said coldly, “Now is not the time for you to ask me questions!”

After all, he immediately used his spiritual energy to stop the bleeding from the
wounds on his limbs, and at the same time put him in a coma.

After doing all this, he stood up, stood at the door, and said to the An family
members in the room, “Don’t let anyone come out until the show is over!”



The An family only saw a tall shadow standing outside the door. Everyone wanted
to see the features of the shadow clearly, but the light was too dim to see clearly.

An Qishan subconsciously blurted out and asked: “I don’t know the name of the
benefactor, but today’s life-saving grace, the An family will definitely repay!”

charlie said lightly: “No need, please be more careful in the future, next time, you
may not be so lucky!”

An Qishan hurriedly said: “Benevolent! You have saved more than ten people
from the An family today, please give the next opportunity to repay your
kindness!”

charlie shook his head: “There is no need to repay your gratitude, everyone is the
son of Chaina, and I just saw the injustice on the road and drew my sword to
help.”

Seeing that the other party was unwilling to reveal his identity, An Qishan also
realized that he should not continue to ask questions inappropriately, so he
could only say gratefully: “Then it means that the An family is up and down, thank
you for your kindness and kindness!”

charlie hurriedly said: “No need! Most of you can be my elders at your age, so
don’t break me.”

Asher remembered something, and quickly asked: “Eunuch, I’m going to ask you
something…”

charlie said lightly: “You say.”

Asher hurriedly said: “I want to check how a friend of mine is doing. He just left
here before the accident…My mobile phone has no signal for some reason, and I
can’t even call 911…”

charlie frowned slightly, knowing that the friend he was talking about must be Li
Yalin, so he released his spiritual energy, and after a little investigation, he found
out Li Yalin’s situation.
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At this time, Li Yalin was helpless.
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Although it had only been two or three minutes since he was shot, charlie was
helpless at this time.

His body had suffered extremely serious injuries, and many vital organs in his
body, including his heart, had been completely destroyed, let alone Huichundan,
even if charlie took out Peiyuandan, it was impossible to save his life.

So, charlie said lightly, “There is no need to confirm, he is already dead.”

“What…” Asher was very sad and blurted out: “He…his daughter just got
pregnant…wife and children are waiting for him…how can he die…”

charlie said seriously: “He is indeed dead.”
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An Qishan also burst into tears and choked: “I killed Yalin… I killed him…How
should I explain to his orphans and widowed mothers… How should I tell my old
man who has been gone for many years? Brothers explain…”

After all, the spirit of the whole person seems to have lost most of it at this
moment.

charlie somewhat regretted Li Yalin’s death.

Although this person has been investigating the Wanlong Palace, it is his duty
after all, and he has been in the police for many years, and his reputation is
indeed very good, so he should not end up like this.
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It’s just that people die like lights go out.

At this point, it was beyond charlie’s ability. Even if he wanted to save Li Yalin,
there was nothing he could do.

It can only be said that there is an unavoidable catastrophe in his life.

But at this moment, charlie vaguely felt that there seemed to be some kind of
fluctuation in Li Yalin’s body.

So, charlie immediately released more spiritual energy to investigate, and was
surprised to find that Li Yalin’s brain had not completely died at this time.



Maybe it was two or three minutes before Li Yalin’s brain was completely
deprived of oxygen, or maybe it was because the desire to survive in Li Yalin’s
consciousness was too strong, which made his brain persist until now.

In short, his brain still retains the last sliver of life.

However, his body was almost completely destroyed, and charlie was unable to
bring him back to life.

Suddenly, a thought flashed in charlie’s heart.
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At the beginning, Charlie also felt sorry for Ito Nanako’s father, Ito Yuhiko, after
his legs were amputated.

However, regret is regret, charlie has no way to make the broken limb grow
again.

A severed limb cannot be regrown, and other organs that have been completely
destroyed are naturally impossible to regenerate.

but!

In the “Jiu Xuan Tian Jing”, there is a clear record of an elixir that can regenerate
organs.

The level of this medicinal pill is even higher than that of Peiyuan Dan.

It can restore the growth of all body organs except the brain.

As long as this medicine can be made into it, the legs and feet that Ito Yuhiko had
cut off can be regrown and completely restored to their original state.

Therefore, with this medicine, Li Yalin’s body can naturally be reborn.

However, Li Yalin’s body was severely damaged, and brain death was estimated
to be within a few minutes.

Within a few minutes, it was impossible for charlie to concoct that kind of
medicine pill anyway.

Not to mention that he is not strong enough now, even if he is strong enough, it
will take some time to gather the medicinal materials.



And Li Yalin is not like Ito Yuhiko. Although his legs have been amputated, he can
still live in a wheelchair until this medicine is refined by himself.

Therefore, if you really want to save Li Yalin, you can only use spiritual energy to
protect his brain and his severely destroyed body, so that his brain can survive
and his body will not rot.

In this way, his current physical condition can be maintained.

However, charlie’s aura is not endless.

To maintain such a broken body is simply a bottomless pit. It may be possible to
maintain it for a day or two, a month or two, but if it is to be maintained for a
year or two or even longer, charlie can’t do it.

Unless he guards his body all day and replenishes his spiritual energy every few
days, it is still impossible for this person to survive.

Thinking of this, charlie almost gave up.

Perhaps, this is Li Yalin’s doomed catastrophe.

However, when he thought of hearing the conversation between Li Yalin and his
grandfather in the box before, charlie couldn’t help feeling regretful.

At this time, charlie’s mind suddenly thought of a very feasible plan.

Although this plan is a bit radical, a bit adventurous, and a bit imaginative, it can
leave a ray of life for Li Yalin!

So, he paused slightly and said to the An family: “The situation outside is too
bloody, you must not go out this door before the performance is over! Besides,
after you go out this door, don’t tell anyone about today’s events!”

At this time, Homula said in a puzzled manner: “sir, so many people died tonight,
and there is also a famous Chinese detective… How could this matter be
concealed…”

charlie said indifferently: “You don’t need to worry, I will solve it myself.”

After that, he remembered something, and said to Asher, “I will let someone take
away the body of your friend for a burial, but you must not disclose his death, at
least not yet.”

Asher said subconsciously, “I always have to give his wife and children an
explanation…”

charlie said lightly: “Say that he is missing, that he eloped with someone, or that
he threw himself into the sea, in short, don’t tell anyone, he died here tonight! As



for whether his wife and children will believe it , this is your problem, you can
find a solution yourself!”
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